
Bsc(Hons) Communication Studies
Level IV Semester I – 2006

New Forms of Media

Section A
Answer only one question. Each question carries 35 marks.

1. Compare and evaluate the arguments put forward respectively by technology optimists 
(technophiles) and technology pessimists (technophobes). 

2. Write one to two paragraphs (100-150 words) on any five (5) of the following. Briefly explain 
their nature and their significance to society.

a) The Long Tail
b) Blogs
c) Wikis
d) Peer-to-peer technologies
e) Search engines
f) Chatrooms
g) Mobile communication
h) Wireless networks
i) Open Source
j) Digital TV

August 2003
Choose one essay

“Cyberspace is a crumpled space that discards common sense and can connect almost anything to 
anything”. Discuss.

“New communication technologies carry with them a string of magic words that mystify and enthuse 
people to the extent of intoxication”. Assess the validity of this statement and its relevance to the 
emergence of a ‘new economy’.

“Though revolutionary, the digital universe is structured by tugs of war that both strengthen existing 
hierarchies and have the capacity to gnaw at existing hierarchies.” Comment.
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1. Compare and evaluate the arguments put forward respectively by technology optimists 
(technophiles) and technology pessimists (technophobes). 

2. Write one to two paragraphs (100-150 words) on any five (5) of the following. Briefly explain 
their nature and their significance to society.

k) The Long Tail
l) Blogs
m) Wikis
n) Peer-to-peer technologies
o) Search engines
p) Chatrooms
q) Mobile communication
r) Wireless networks
s) Open Source
t) Digital TV
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“Cyberspace is a crumpled space that discards common sense and can connect almost anything to 
anything”. Discuss.

“New communication technologies carry with them a string of magic words that mystify and enthuse 
people to the extent of intoxication”. Assess the validity of this statement and its relevance to the 
emergence of a ‘new economy’.

“Though revolutionary, the digital universe is structured by tugs of war that both strengthen existing 
hierarchies and have the capacity to gnaw at existing hierarchies.” Comment.


